Satellite meeting organized by

- IFLA Cataloguing Section
- IFLA Committee on Standards
- EURIG – The European RDA Interest Group

Hosted by
Central Library
Aristotle University
Thessaloniki, Greece
21 August 2019

IFLA’s Cataloguing Section, IFLA’s Committee on Standards and EURIG welcome you to

RDA: Resource Description and Access 2019

Moderator: Jenny Wright
8:30-9:00 Registration – coffee

9:00-9:10 Welcome and practical information

From Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Library & Information Centre:
Library Director Mrs. Aikaterini Nasta

From the Organizing Committee:
Renate Behrens
(Member of IFLA Cataloguing Section, IFLA Committee on Standards and EURIG)

9:10-11.10 RDA - Background, organization and presentation of new version

Chris Oliver: RDA – background and history: from AACR to entities and relationships to RDA
3R-project – IFLA standards and RDA: RDA and IFLA LRM – RDA and ISBD. Vision - the currency RDA has gained and how RDA-work is organized (9:10-9:40)

Ahava Cohen: RDA and internationalization – RDA in Europe (9:40-10:05)

Gordon Dunsire: The new version of RDA – structure, key concepts and content. The level of knowledge a cataloguer needs in order to use RDA. (10:05-10:45)

Renate Behrens: RDA – application profiles (10:45-11:10)

11:10-11:30 Break

11:30-12:45 Translation and language issues

Maria Aslanidi: Greek translation of RDA Reference (11:30-11:55)

Tasneem Morsi: Arabic translation of RDA Toolkit (11:55-12:20)
Christian Aliverti: Babylonian confusion of languages regardless of standardization? – Multilingualism and cataloguing (12:20-12:45)

12:45-13:45 Light Lunch

13:45-15:00 Practical cataloguing
   Gordon Dunsire: RDA Toolkit - the facilities within the new version (13:45-14:15)
   Kathy Glennan: Practical Implications: A Look at Cataloguing a Book Using the New RDA (14:15-15:00)

15:00-15:30 Break

15:30-16:30 Practical Cataloguing (continued)

Different European local approaches to RDA and policy statements
   Mauro Guerrini: An institutional Italian implementation including an Italian translation (15:30-15:45)
   Katarina Synnermark: The Swedish implementation with no translation but a Swedish profile (15:45-16:00)

New formats
   Susan Morris: How does LC intend to accommodate RDA 3R within BIBFRAME? (16:00-16:25)

Wrap up - Jenny Wright (16:25-16:30)

Sponsor: A.U.T.H RESEARCH COMMITTEE